CIVIL   ADMINISTRATION
This reaction of the Acting Civil Commissioner to the policy
of the Declaration was only natural to one of his background,
training and experience. His services in the Indian Army, in
Persia and in the Persian Gulf had confirmed him in what he
believed to be the needs and interests of India and of the British
Empire as a whole, in whose greatness he gloried. He was fully
aware of all the reasons which had brought the Expeditionary
Force to Mesopotamia and for which such great sacrifices had
been made. These interests of the Empire in the Middle East,
which were paramount with him as he was frank to admit,1
could be served but ill by relinquishing 'Iraq to an indigenous
administration. On December ioth, 1918, he put forward his
opinion in the following words:
My view is that the strategical centres of the Middle East
lie in Baghdad and the Caucasus, in both of which the Mu-
hammadan population greatly predominates. If we encourage
the idea of Arab, as opposed to European predominance in
Arab-speaking countries which have been wrested from the
Turk at the cost of British blood and British wealth, we shall
without doubt excite latent religious hatreds between Sunni
and Shi'ahs in clraq, thereby depriving ourselves of some of
the strategic advantages which the possession of this ganglion
gives us.
By occupying Mesopotamia during the war we drove a
wedge into the Muhammadan World, thereby preventing
the possibility of a combination of Muhammadans against
us in the Middle East. I submit that it should be our policy
under peace conditions to keep Mesopotamia as a wedge of
British Controlled Territory. That it should not be assimilated
politically to the rest of the Arab and Muhammadan World,
but remain insulated as far as may be, presenting a model to
the rest. . . .2
The importance of 'Iraq in the Middle East was again
emphasized in a telegram of July sist, 1919:
1	Wilson, op. cit , p. 322.
2	Telegram No. 10973, Political, Baghdad, to S/S for India, December
ioth, 1918.

